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Paper Money	 PAGE 41

Determining that a note is counterfeit is usually not an easy task. And examin-
ing just a photograph of the note in question compounds the task. However, my
examination of these notes brought this question to my mind: Are they truly counter-
feit or did a bank teller or other person wrongly label genuine Confederate notes as
counterfeit?

The notes are in the possession of the Savannah Chapter of the Georgia Historical
Society, Savannah, Georgia.

Sheet Twelve National Currency
By Nathan Goldstein II

A most important item was recently unearthed by
SPMC member and dealer Thomas J. Settle. A full sheet
of 12 subjects of the National Currency, Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, Series 1929 was purchased from the

estate of a former Federal Reserve Bank official. From
the illustration it can be seen that the notes are serially
numbered from B00000097A in the upper left note to
B00000108A in the lower right corner. This entire
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series of notes was normally issued to the Banks in sheets
of six notes, or the printed sheet of 12 notes was sepa-
rated in the vertical margin between the left and right
rows of notes. The normally issued notes were over-
printed and numbered in sixes, rather than twelves as in
this sheet.

From the serial numbers on this sheet, we can assume
that at least eight other sheets were so issued in the full
sheets of 12 notes. In fact, two other sheets are known
to exist within this numerical range: Sheet with notes
73 thru 84, and 85 thru 96. The first of these two sheets
was sold in the Albert Grinnell sale by Barney Blue-
stone, Part VII, Nov. 30, 1946, Lot 5898. With an
estimated value of $550, the sheet sold at that time for
$475. The second sheet is owned by A. E. Bebee.

The other six sheets could well rest in the "possession"
of other Federal Reserve officials and may appear at a
later date. It is also possible that the sheets were cut
up and the individual notes put into circulation. Pos-
sibly some of the notes with serial numbers B00000001A
thru B00000072A are known, and can be reported?

As this New York Bank represents the only district to
be so reported, it is possible and even highly probable
that similar sheets were issued to the other districts, and
also in the $5 and $20 denominations. It is important
that we all attempt to discover everything that there is
to know about all of our paper money. As times goes
by, it becomes more and more difficult to reconstruct a
happening of a long time before.

Finds like this make the fascination for the collectors
of paper money. So get busy and see what you can
locate!

Here's Your Answer
In response to several members who have requested

a sort of Question and Answer box feature, we are
starting a column called "Here's Your Answer." Please
send your queries and problems to the Editor, who will
then route them to other members capable of answering
them correctly. Discussions on the answers are also
invited. This is to be a service feature; please help us
make it truly useful. Names and addresses of members
asking questions will be withheld on request.

Questions About Small Size
Currency

Answered by Nathan Goldstein II

1. Is there truth to the rumor that the red seal $5 is
soon to be discontinued?

It is not known that the $5 red seal is to be discon-
tinued, although this is suspected. No $5 notes have
been ordered, and none printed, in the Series 1963A.
Whether they will be ordered in the future is not known.

2. How and why did the FRN 1950E happen?

This series did not just happen. It was a normal
sequence following the Series 1950D notes. The three

districts using the largest number of notes was kept in
adequate supply with the flat press notes supplementing
the rotary press Series 1963A (and 1963). Due to wish
of the Bureau not to dismiss any employees, but only
to have them leave through natural attrition, the flat
press section was retained in limited service. Except
for the $5 New York and $10 Chicago, all Series 1950E
notes have been discontinued from active production
(although there are supplies still to be released by the
Federal Reserve Banks).

3. What is the estimated ratio of star notes to regular
notes of the Series 1963 and 1963A FR Notes?

The normal ratio has been about 12 or 14 to one.
However, there is no set scale, for there have to be
enough stars printed to take care of spoiled notes. At
the end of printing of Series 1963, there were supplies
of star notes left which were used along with the Series
1963A notes. Actually Series 1963 stars have been
found in runs of 1963A stars, taking the place of defec-
tive notes within the star series. I would estimate that
actual spoilage in the rotary notes would not run over
six per cent at present.

4. What does the Bureau do with worn plates? How
are they destroyed?

The precise answer to this question is not known, for
I do not think I have ever heard this question asked
before. I would say that the plates are completely de-
faced, all parts of the printing surface being rendered
completely unusable. Then the steel plates are sold for
scrap and promptly melted down by the purchaser.

5. What is the difference between the Series 1935 and
1935A Silver Certificates?

This question refers to the $1 denomination only, and
there is very little difference between the two notes. The
Series 1935 notes have the series designation in two
different places on the face of the plate, in the upper
left corner above the figure "1," and in the lower right
corner just above the face plate number. In the Series
1935A a single series designation was positioned just to
the left of and over the signature of the Secretary of
Treasury (about the same as on our current notes).

A Review
EARLY PAPER MONEY OF AMERICA

By Eric P. Newman, Racine, Wis., Whitman Publishing
Co., 1967, 360 pages, 637 illustrations, appendices, index,
$15.00

In the entire field of American numismatics, probably
no work has so long been needed as Eric Newman's ex-
haustive study covering the entire colonial and Continen-
tal paper currency series and on which more than ten
years has been devoted by the author. Earlier errors,
which appeared in various writings, have been corrected,
and practically all known definitive data is included
herein to make this a most outstanding contribution to
numismatic science. Mr. Newman has written many in-
teresting and highly skilled studies over a period of 20
years, and this work must stand for generations to come
as the acme of his efforts to focus attention and interest
on this long-neglected phase of our heritage.

(Continued on Page 50.)


